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Set in the heart of Mayfair 12 Hay Hill
represents a truly unique experience in the
concept of Private Members Clubs; all that you
would expect in terms of luxury, service and
privacy sit at the very core of the Club’s ethos.
Set over six stories, you will find an array of
uniquely designed and distinctly stylish rooms
that lend themselves to any event or meeting.
Whether it be an extravagant soiress or a more
intimate gathering; 12 Hay Hill provide the
perfect backdrop for your every need. Always
teamed with an exquisite food and beverage
offering; 12 Hay Hill really does have it all.
Morning to night 12 Hay Hill take care of every
detail allowing you and your guests to focus on
what really matters.
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BUSINESS
Why should style go out of the window when it
comes to getting down to business? 12 Hay Hill’s
cherished hallmarks perfectly converge luxury
and business.
Centrally located 12 Hay Hill provides an
unrivalled location for your business needs, enjoy
impeccable luxury and the effortless inspiration
that awaits beyond our doors.
The private rooms at the Club offer endless
possibilities for networking, conceptualising
creativity, and deal-making regardless of whether
your requirements lean more towards working
lunches or a three-course dinner.
Presentations, pitches, off-site board meetings;
when you need to impress your colleagues,
investors or key clients, 12 Hay Hill can really help
make your moment count.
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R E S TA U R A N T
By day, light floods in through the floor to ceiling
windows, delicately flickering over the rich
wooden flooring. By night, ambient lighting glows
from delicate chandeliers creating the most
charming atmosphere in which to relax and dine.
Whether you are looking for one long banqueting
table, or cabaret style seating, a function within
our dining room will live in the memory.
Providing a grand setting for receptions, cocktail
parties or private dining the dining room can be
adapted to perfectly suit your needs.
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THE BAR
Providing an exquisite setting for your event or
party for both intimate gatherings or rather more
lavish functions of up to 70 guests, this beautiful
space offers you and your guests a luxurious bar
lounge paired with its own private terrace.
Warm ambient lighting is offset by stylish marble
and rich fabrics adorning arm chairs, sofas and
banquet seating. Whether you are looking for
private dining, standing receptions or cabaret
style events, the Bar is never short of stunning.
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L O W E R G RO U N D
RO U N D
An impeccably elegant and intimate private
dining room hosting up to 15 guests for
round table dinners and lunches.
Relax within rich velvet seating, as golden
hues omit the spectacular central chandelier
bounce upon the grand circular marble
dining table, creating a unrivalled ambience
for you and your guests.
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L I B R A RY RO O M S
From business breakfasts to stunning private
dining, 12 Hay Hill’s Library rooms provide the
perfect space for all intimate affairs, whether
for business or pleasure.
Golden chandeliers light a striking floor to
ceiling bookshelf, paired with show stopping artcreating the perfect backdrop, no matter what
the occasion.
These exceptionally versatile rooms host a
private corner of polished sophistication for
functions anyway from 10-40 people, depending
on your individual needs.
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G RO U N D RO U N D
During the day an abundance of natural light
awaits you as floor to ceiling windows surround
a beautiful circular marble table overlooking
Berkeley Street; as the night draws in, soft
lighting floods the room as City life passes by.
Grand wooden doors close-off this intimately
set room from the rest of the Club providing
complete privacy for round table dining.
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F O U RT H F L O O R
Sitting on the fourth floor of the
Club’s imposing Mayfair residence,
this panoramic events space floods
with an abundance of natural light
in to the early evening.
This versatile space can be
configured in a plethora of ways
making it the perfect choice for
panel debates, drink and canapé
parties or lounge style discussions.
Accommodating up to 120 guests,
the Fourth Floor provides an
exquisite canvas for every event.
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C O N TA C T
With impeccable service at the very heart of 12 Hay Hill;
our experienced events team will work with you to refine every
detail from the menus, wine choices and room set-up right
through to floral displays.

For more information please contact our events team at
events@12hayhill.com or on 020 7952 6000

12 Hay Hill, Mayfair, London, W1J 8NR, UK
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www.12hayhill.com
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